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ENLOE DAM DEWATERING SYSTEM - CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE:

1. Modify the access road near the dam to make it easier to bring construction equipment to the site.
2. Construct a temporary bridge across the ravine adjacent to the right bank intake structure.
3. Remove rock from the right bank knap using a hoe to allow equipment to pass by.
4. Remove the approximately 300 feet of the remaining portion of the 7-foot diameter wood stave penstock downstream of the right abutment at the dam.
5. Remove debris, concrete supports above grade, vegetation, and slide rock and soil material from the existing bench where the existing wood stave penstocks were located. Regrade the existing bench to receive the new dewatering penstocks and their footings. Clear a work bench and access road down to the existing penstock elevations.
6. Downstream of the existing intakes and the existing dam right bank abutment, install the reinforced concrete footings with the anchors and foundation saddle supports for the new 82-inch steel dewatering pipes.
7. Clean all loose material from the inside of the steel, existing 84-inch O.D. x 14.7-inch pipe "thimbles" at the downstream side of the right abutment. Including removing any loose or spalled concrete from the concrete conduit surface up to the downstream side of the existing intake gates.
8. Insert the new 82-inch steel pipes into the existing 84-inch O.D. pipe thimbles and extend 15'-0" into the existing concrete at the right abutment. With the new pipe held centered in place in the existing conduit, route the annulus between the new pipe O.D. to the existing conduit O.D. from the bottom to the top to force out any air pockets.
9. Install the full length of each new penstock.
10. Install the steel pipe straps and the concrete downstream thrust block to fully secure the penstock assemblies.
11. Sawcut and remove gate lift corbels, per sheet S-103.
12. Diver crews will be utilized to remove all silt and rubble from the intake cell. Material will have to be loaded out of the area in small loads.
13. Using divers, place bulkhead slot reinforcing plates in the bulkhead slots.
14. Using divers and the pre-drilled holes in the bulkhead slot reinforcing plates as a template, hammer drill the anchor holes in the concrete monolith.
15. Using divers, install the epoxy anchor bolts underwater.
16. After the epoxy has cured, and using divers, tighten the anchor bolts to the torque values specified.
17. Using divers, pressure fill the gap between the bulkhead slot and the existing concrete of the monolith with tremie concrete grout from the bottom up.
18. Install new fabricated bulkhead gates in the stoplog slots.
19. After the bulkhead gates are installed and sealed in the existing repaired stoplog slots, pumps will be utilized to dewater the intake cell, drying out the area(s) of the new bulkhead gates.
20. With the bulkhead gates installed in the stoplog slots, workers in the dry upstream of the existing gates shall remove each existing gate and its track from the upstream side at each conduit. Torch cutting or abrasive cutting of the bolts fastening each gate and track to the concrete is anticipated to be required.
21. Installation of the new waterman slide gates will occur in the dry, behind the sealed bulkhead gates.
22. Before the bulkhead gates are removed, test the new gates over the full range of motion and close them.
23. Remove the bulkhead gates from stoplog slots.
24. Test and operate the new waterman slide gates over their full range of motion, with consideration for permit requirements and streamflow conditions. Open the new gates over the full range of motion and close them. The new gates will discharge water through the new penstocks. Open one new gate at a time during this initial testing.
25. Upon initial opening of the slide gates with the temporary bulkhead gates removed, a significant amount of sediment is expected to be transmitted downstream. The construction sequence does not include any provisions for mitigation or removal of sediment from the forebay, upstream of the intake structure.
26. At the appropriate scheduled time, open the new gates on the right bank and dewater the downstream face of the dam for inspection and/or repair purposes.
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CONCRETE PIPE SUPPORT BENTS TYP (4) LOCATIONS
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12'-0" STEEL THRUST BEAMS TYP
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PLAN - DOWNSTREAM THRUST BLOCK

1" Ø WILLIAMS ALL-THREAD GRouted ROCK ANCHORS, Prestressed W-1/2" Holes. Total (3) for downstream thrust block.

Pipe 6'-10" Ø x 3/8" Wall Thickness per AWWA

Bolted pipe flanges (Typ) 6" x 6" of concrete thrust block.

REINFORCED CONCRETE THRUST BLOCK

PIPE 6'-10" Ø x 3/8" WALL THICKNESS PER AWWA

Hillside slopes up

DISCHARGE 35°
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1/2" WILLIAMS ALL-THREAD GROUTED ROCK ANCHORS, PRESTRESSED WITH 4-1/2" HOLES. (3) TOTAL.

HILLSIDE

DOWNSTREAM THRUST BLOCK ELEVATION

SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"
BAR MEASURES 1 INCH
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MGH AT BST

STOPLOG SLOT AND BULKHEAD DETAILS 2
S-122

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

10" EXISTING SLOT

10" 

3/8" STAINLESS STEEL, THREADED RODS
AT 2'-0" O.C. VERTICAL SPACING
APPROVED FOR UNDERWATER INSTALLATION

3/8" PL, STAINLESS STEEL
FULL HEIGHT OF BULKHEAD SLOT

UHMW BEARING PADS

WELD NUT TO BOLT AFTER EPOXY HAS CURED. TYP (2) LOC

3/8" STAINLESS STEEL, THREADED RODS
AT 2'-0" O.C. VERTICAL SPACING
WITH HIGH STRENGTH EPOXY
APPROVED FOR UNDERWATER INSTALLATION

FOAM RUBBER STRIP TO SEAL GROUT

BULKHEAD SLOT REINFORCING
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NOTES:

1. CONTRACTOR TO FIELD VERIFY ALL EXISTING CONDITIONS AND DIMENSIONS.

2. INSTALL NEW 90" x 90" WATERMAN SLIDE GATE TYPE SS251-1-1.5 OR EQUIVALENT WITH NEW VERTICAL TRACK RAILS AND MANUAL ACTUATOR THAT CAN BE OPERATED BY PORTABLE DRILL. (REPLACES EXISTING GATE AND TRACK).

CHECKED BY: ____________________________
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VERTICAL SLIDE GATE DETAILS

S-132

SCALE: 1/2" = 1'

96" x 90" WATERMAN SLIDE GATE
TYPE SS-251-1-1.5 OR EQUIVALENT

EMBED DETAIL
S-131
SCALE: 6" = 1'

EMBED DETAIL
S-131
SCALE: 6" = 1'

SLIDE GATE OPERATOR

DETAILED - VERTICAL SLIDE GATE

SCALE: 1/2" = 1'